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From the Historian Committee: 
After the first Sugar Loaf Summer Seminar in 1980, the participants decided to start a 
newsletter titled Signs and Symbols.  The purpose of the newsletter was “to keep seminar 
participants in touch with one another throughout the year.”  Sally Weaver was the editor 
and sent out the first edition of Signs and Symbols in November/December 1980.  In this 
first newsletter Edwin Gordon wrote a short article titled “Sign and Symbol in Music,” 
which is reprinted below.   

Gordon, E. E. (1980).  Sign and symbol in music.  Signs and Signals 1 (1). 

Many things are learned at the aural/oral level of learning.  A significant aspect of learning at the 
aural/oral level occurs when one develops a vocabulary of tonal and rhythm patterns.  When one 
learns many tonal and rhythm patterns, it becomes difficult to organize and categorize individual 
patterns without some type of aid.  In terms of learning sequence, syllable names become that 
aid.  That is, syllable names are associated with the sounds of different patterns in one’s 
vocabulary so that the patterns may become organized and categorized when they are aurally 
perceived as well as when they are audiated.  The association of syllable names with sound is 
called verbal association in the learning sequence hierarchy. 

When syllable names become associated concurrently with patterns and when patterns become 
associated concurrently with syllable names, the syllables become signs.  In this sense, the 
syllables are signs which indicate sounds.  Although the sounds themselves, without syllables, 
can also be considered signs, the synthesization of syllables with sound establishes a new type of 
sign which helps one better remember, organize, and categorize patterns.  Sounds and syllables 
combine into one sign. 

Syllable signs are not read; they are aurally perceived and audiated.  Symbols which represent 
signs are read; symbols are in notational form.  Signs are aural/oral phenomena and symbols are 
visual phenomena in music.  Signs are hear; symbols are read.  Signs indicate something whereas 
symbols represent something.  One cannot read something in notational form that exists in its 
own right.  One can only read in notational form that which represents something that exists in 
its own right. 

It follows that students should not be taught to read syllables, either with or without sound.  They 
should be taught to read symbols which represent syllable-sounds.  Trying to learn to read 
syllables to hear sounds makes as much sense as trying to learn to “read” a picture of a finger in 
an attempt to comprehend what the holding up of one finger indicates.  If the syllables can be 
heard (audiated), that is all which is necessary.  With that accomplished, it is then appropriate for 
students to learn how to read and write symbols in notational form which represent the syllables 
one hears.  Lines and spaces of the stave, and note head, beams, flags, and stems are symbols.  



When one reads and writes symbols, one is associating symbols with syllable signs in terms of 
audiation.  The association of symbols with syllables signs is called symbolic association in the 
learning sequence hierarchy.  Of course, partial synthesis and composite synthesis are also 
fundamental in the overall process.  However, the purpose of this explanation does not require a 
more detailed account of the roles of partial and composite synthesis.  

In summary, to try to read signs to learn to hear signs wastes time and confuses learning 
sequence.  To follow learning sequence in an appropriate manner, students should learn to hear 
signs which indicate sound and then they should learn to read and write symbols which represent 
the sounds heard.  If, which I trust is not the case my point has not been made, good luck when 
you try to teach students to read “du ta de ta du ta da ta di ta/du ta bi du be/.” 
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